
A great new way to apply realistic 
weathering effects & color to:
4Railroad Models      4 Military Models 
4Scenery / layouts    4 Structures     
4Action Figures            4 Miniatures  

COLORS FOR
MODELS & MINIATURES

®

ModelingColors.com
 



Colors
PanPastel Colors are professional quality artist’s pastel colors in a unique pan (cake-like) format.  
The special qualities of PanPastel mean that the colors can be mixed, layered and applied “dry” 
making them ideal for applying realistic weathering effects in seconds; they are also great for 
adding color to scenery and layouts. They adhere well to most surfaces, yet can be removed easily 
if required.

011 Pearl Medium - White FINE
****

740.1 Burnt Sienna Extra Dark
PR101:1   ****

380.1 Red Iron Oxide Extra Dark
PR101  ****

780.5 Raw Umber
PBr7  ****

740.3 Burnt Sienna Shade
PR101:1  ****

740.5 Burnt Sienna
PR101:1  ****

380.3 Red Iron Oxide Shade
PR101  ****

740.8  Burnt Sienna Tint
PR101:1  ****

800.5 Black
PBk7/PBk11   ****

840.1 Paynes Grey Extra Dark
PB29/PY42/PBk7/PW6  ****

820.2  Neutral Grey Extra Dark
PW6/PBk7  ****

820.5 Neutral Grey
PW6/PBk7  ****

840.7 Paynes Grey Tint
PB29/PY42/PBk7/PW6  ****

780.8  Raw Umber Tint
PBr7  ****

100.5 Titanium White
PW6  ****

780.3 Raw Umber Shade
PBr7  ****

660.1 Chrom. Oxide  Green Extra Dark
PG17  ****

660.3 Chromium Oxide Green Shade
 PG17  ****

520.3 Ultramarine Blue Shade
PB29  ****

340.3 Permanent Red Shade
PR254  ****

270.3 Yellow Ochre Shade
PY42  ****

520.8 Ultramarine Blue Tint
PB29  ****

WEATHERING
Rust & Earth Greys, Grime & Soot

SCENERY

014 Pearl Medium - Black COARSE
PBk7   ****

013 Pearl Medium - Black FINE 
PBk7   ****

012 Pearl Medium - White COARSE
****

MEDIUMS

010   Colorless Blender
****

PR101:1 = Color Index No.                            
Colors shown are intended as a guide only
All colors are independently tested for lightfastness:   
****Extremely Permanent  ***Permanent  **Durable
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Conforms to  ASTM D-4236

These weathering & scenery colors have been specially selected from the PanPastel range* for use on 
models and miniatures.  Mix & layer for custom colors & effects.  
*Visit PanPastel.com for info on the full artist’s range of PanPastel colors (92 colors + mediums).  

910.5  Light Gold
****

911.5   Rich Gold
****

920.5  Silver
****

921.5  Pewter
****

930.5  Bronze
****

931.5  Copper
****

METALLICS

Made in USA
PanPastel Color Range :
The range includes pure colors, tints, shades & extra darks.
Indicated by item codes as follows:
lPure colors (xxx.5)  
lTints (xxx.7 and xxx.8)= pure colors plus white       
lShades (xxx.3) = pure colors plus black     
lExtra darks (xxx.1 and xxx.2) = pure colors plus more black



Kits

Rust & Earth
Weathering Colors
For light & dark rust, earth, 
dust, mud & sand colors.
Ref. 30701

Greys, Grime & Soot
Weathering Colors
For soot, smoke, ash, dust, 
rubble, grime, oil streaks, general 
wear & tear.   Ref. 30702

Scenery Colors
Landscape colors, for sky, 
earth and nature effects.
Ref. 30703

Mediums Set
Use Pearl Mediums to add sparkle/sheen to 
coal loads, as well as coke and iron ore.
Colorless blender extends and “dilutes” the 
colors.   Ref. 30005

lMixable - mix & layer like paint to create custom colors 
lLow Dust - quick “no mess” alternative to powders & pastel sticks
lQuick & easy - no drying or prep. time - instantly ready for use
lErasable - erase or clean off the color to change it (prior to fixing)
lUltra-fine - highly pigmented colors - it’s like using pure pigment
lRealistic effects - colors are dry so don’t give a “painted on” appearance 
lCompatible - with other materials including spray flat finishes

FREE!
Sofft Tools
in All Kits

Kit Contents (30701/2/3):
7 x Colors (see chart)                        
1 x Palette Tray
1 x Sofft Knife   
5 x Sofft Knife Covers
2 x Sofft Sponge Bars

Metallics
Great for adding metallic 
effects. Mix with other 
colors for custom metallics.
Ref. 30077

Contents:
6 x Metallic Colors                         
1 x Palette Tray
1 x Sofft Knife   
2 x Sofft Knife Covers
1 x Sofft Sponge Bar
1 x Sofft Angle Slice

Contents:
4 x Pearlescent Mediums   1 x Colorless Blender
1 x Sofft Mini Applicator    2 x Sofft Knife Covers 
1 x Sofft Sponge Bar           1 x Storage Jar

PanPastel Color Range :
The range includes pure colors, tints, shades & extra darks.
Indicated by item codes as follows:
lPure colors (xxx.5)  
lTints (xxx.7 and xxx.8)= pure colors plus white       
lShades (xxx.3) = pure colors plus black     
lExtra darks (xxx.1 and xxx.2) = pure colors plus more black

Kit/set contents may vary slightly depending on availability.



Tools

Knives & Covers
When used with Sofft Covers, the traditional 
painting knife is transformed into a multi-
use and absorbent applicator for many 
techniques. 

Sofft Tools - a new generation of applicators made from our specially formulated micropore sponge for 
applying PanPastel.  Each sponge has a unique shape and size, and they are versatile, re-usable & easy 
to clean.

Each knife has been ergonomically designed to fit in the hand for 
ease of use and for good control. Sofft Covers are made from our 
specially formulated micropore sponge which is semi-absorbent.

Knives & Covers 
Mixed Pack

65100

Single Shape Packs 
65001-4

Round 
65001
62001

Oval
65003
62003

Flat
65002
62002

Point
65004
62004

Simply match the reference number / 
shape of the Cover to the Knife e.g use 
Cover No.1 with Knife No.1.

Gently pull Sofft Cover completely over 
Knife tip (like a sock). Covers can be re-
used several times.

Knives & Covers are 
numbered 1-4 for easy ID

Refill Covers
Single Shapes

62001-4

Refill Covers
Mixed Pack 62100

Micropore Sponge
Our specially formulated micropore sponge holds and releases 
just the right amount of color.
l Durable - works with the highly pigmented PanPastel colors.
l Flexible - great for hard to reach areas.
l Reusable - easy to clean - between colors on a paper towel.
l Non-Abrasive - for a uniform, smooth finish.

 
Knife:

Cover:

1 x Knife & 5 x Covers
4 x Knives & 8 x Covers Pack of 40

Pack of 10



Sponge Applicators

Sponge Bars
For general application and 
blending. Medium size marks.

Mixed Pack - Sponge Bars
61100    Pack of 4 Round 

61021
Wedge
61023

Flat
61022

Point
61024

Single shape packs of 3 sponge bars

Big Oval
61041

Angle Slice Round 
61030

Angle Slice Flat
61031

Mini Applicator  63052

Applicator Handle with Replaceable Heads   63070
1 handle & 4 heads

Repl. Heads 63071   Pack of 8

Sponges
Perfect for applying large areas of color to structures & scenery

Applicators
Great for applying color in smaller areas.

Sponges shown - 
not to scale

Combination Set of Sofft Tools          Ref. 69100

Use With
PanPastel &
Water-Based 

MaterialsPack of 40

Pack of 10

Pack of 2 Pack of 2Pack of 2

Pack of 12

VALUEPACK



Using PanPastel

LOAD Sofft Tool with color by swiping gently 
over pan color surface 1-3 times. Do not dig 
into the color.  Tip:  swiping too many times 
will generate excess dust & waste.

It’s so easy to use PanPastel - the colors are very forgiving to use and they can easily be corrected. Here are a 
few basic techniques to get started:

ModelingColors.com

Cleaning Pan Surfaces:
If a pan’s surface becomes contaminated 
with another color, “clean” pan by gently 
wiping away the contamination with a 

clean Sofft sponge or paper towel.

EASY CLEAN-UP

Cleaning Sofft Tools:
The same tool can be used with 
multiple colors - “clean” between 

colors by wiping on a dry paper towel.  

Multiple colors can be loaded on Sofft Tool, on 
either side or the four points of the edges. 

MIX to create custom colors. Colors can 
either be mixed directly on the model surface 
or on a pan. 

APPLY color to model surface – achieve 
desired color coverage by building up layers. If 
the color application looks too heavy you can 
tone it down or remove easily (see “removing 
or changing colors”). 
 

Basic Instructions:

TIPS FOR USING SOFFT TOOLS:
- You may need to apply light (finger) pressure on the Sofft Tools
   to “push” color into surface. 
- Vary pressure to change amount of color applied.
- Manipulate sponges / use edges for different lines & marks. 

WeatheringTechniques.com



Tips & Techniques

ModelingColors.com

Surface Preparation & Finishing:
PREPARATION PanPastel can be applied directly to most surfaces. 
If extra “tooth” is needed to grab the color (e.g. on pre-painted or decaled 
cars) SPRAY a clear flat (matt) finish before weathering.  
Allow to dry fully before applying PanPastel Color.

FINISHING If the model will be handled frequently: “lock in” the color, if 
desired, by spraying with a clear flat finish - any modeler’s flat finish (e.g. 
Dullcote or similar) or pastel fixative/varnish in a spray can or airbrush. 
(A flat over-coat is not always needed e.g. on buildings & models less handled.)
Spraying does not cause the color to disappear.
If airbrushing -  recommended thinning is about 50/50 or thinner, it should 
have the viscosity of 2% milk. 

Techniques to Try
Suggested by prototype modeler Rob Manley:
l To draw lines or highlight indents: Use the side of 
a Sofft Tool. Twist the tip of the sponge to fill in tight 
areas. Also great for highlighting rods & brake lines. 
Try Burnt Sienna 740.5 or Red Iron Oxide Shade 
380.3.
l On the lower edges of ribs or frame rails: use 
Burnt Sienna Tint 740.8 and Raw Umber Tint 780.8. 
Military modelers use white on panel edges to bring 
out details or accent wear. White (100.5) is useful 
to tint colors because PanPastel Colors are mixable 
on the model. 
l Brush paint truck side frames: with a #2 artist 
watercolor brush. It’s faster than masking and 
airbrushing. Mix PolyScale (or similar) Roof Brown 
with Loco Black. Put a few drops on a recycled 
lid and partially mix the paint. This gives a more 
random color. Don’t sandblast the trucks, just wash 
in mild detergent. (The PolyScale levels quite well 
and doesn’t obscure details). 
l To accent recessed panel lines: try Black 800.5 
PanPastel. The residue is easier to polish off a shiny 
finish.
l Add ladders, running boards and B end details: 
after applying the colors if possible. 

l Masking for lines & more precise work: use Post-
It notes, styrene shields or masking tape.

l For large vertical streaks along the panels 
between ribs: Burnt Sienna Shade 740.3, Burnt 
Sienna Extra Dark 740.1, Burnt Sienna 740.5 or Red 
Iron Oxide Shade 380.3 are great.  Raw Umber Tint 
780.8 is useful for streaking the lettering. Running 
boards can be attacked with any of the greys.
l For unpainted galvanized roofs: brush PolyScale 
(or similar) New Gravel or Milwaukee Road Gray 
between the ribs and tone it rusty with any or all of 
the earth / rust colors. Leave the ribs a dark or darker 
brown as they were steel and not galvanized. (I don’t 
start with a weathered silver painted roof because it 
doesn’t scale down to the look of a true galvanized 
finish). You can also tone the BCR roof with greys to 
show some paint fade rather than patches.
l When weathering wood running boards: use an 
old business card to fit under the boards. You can 
get the narrow sides without getting unwanted grey 
on the roof.
lTo apply color in tight places on a fully built car: 
try an artist’s quality oil paint brush. It should be a 
small #1 or #2 natural bristle. Scrub color into the 
tight places.

ERASABLE!

Removing or Changing Colors:
Use a clean Sofft Tool, any artist’s eraser, or a dry 
paper towel to remove or tone down the color (prior 
to using flat finish, if used). 
Lettering/decals can be cleaned up with an eraser 
such as a Papermate Tuff Stuff eraser pen.

Apply to almost any surface 

Compatible with (spray) flat finishes

Note: Do not apply wet tools, fluids or mediums 
to pan surfaces. Liquids should only be applied to 
working surface. 
For PanPastel wash techniques with water add 
25-50% rubbing alcohol for best results. 

Easy,
Quick 

& Clean



Retail Displays
Compact counter trays available for retail stores.

Website: ModelingColors.com
Blog/Tutorials: WeatheringTechniques.com

info@modelingcolors.com
Colorfin LLC, Kutztown, PA 19530

© Colorfin LLC.  All rights reserved.

Counter Tray Size: 14x6.75x11.75” / 36x30x17 cm

Ref. 20918 Ref. 20919

Weathering images provided by Rob Manley & Andrew Conville

Weathering Colors Counter Tray 
12 best selling weathering colors 

(36 pieces - 3 of each color)

Metallics & Mediums Counter Tray 
6 metallics colors & 5 mediums* 

(36 pieces - 3 of each plus *3 extra Pearl Black Coarse)

Made in USA


